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The inference revolution that took place in psychology between
1940 and 1955 led NHST (Null Hypothesis Significance Testing)
to become the inductive inference method par excellence. This fact
is made obvious by the strong increase in the percentage of p
values used in empirical research since the 1950’s, when 70% of
the studies already based their analyses on the aforementioned
index, reaching a percentage higher than 90% from 1990 on
(Hubbard, Parsa, & Luthy, 1997; Hubbard & Ryan, 2000).

However, NHST has not been, nor is it currently, exempt from
controversy. Several authors have highlighted the problems associated
with the use of this method throughout various decades (for example,
Bakan, 1966; Carver, 1978; Cohen, 1990, 1994; Finch, Cumming, &
Thomason, 2001; Grant, 1962; Huberty, 1987; Kirk, 1996, 2001;
Loftus, 1996; Meehl, 1990a, 1990b; Oakes, 1986; Rozeboom, 1960;
Schmidt, 1996; Thompson, 1996), although excellent studies
defending the validity and usefulness of this significance test have
also been published (for example, Abelson, 1995; Chow, 1987, 1988,
1989, 1991, 1996, 1998a, 1998b; Cortina & Dunlap, 1997; Cox,
1997; Dixon, 1998; Frick, 1996; Hagen, 1997; Mayo, 1996). 

In any case, although the debate surrounding the significance test
generates a great deal of interest among scholars working on
statistical and methodological issues, users of statistics applied to
different areas of psychology are not aware of this controversy. In
fact, a review of some of the recent literature shows that the
exclusive use of the significance test still characterizes the majority
of the studies published in psychology and that the development of
alternative indices is occurring much more slowly than would be
expected if the debate had a real effect. Besides other reasons
pointed out in the conclusions of the present article, we consider that
one of the main reasons for this inertia is the fact that researchers do
not have guidelines to help them calculate alternative indices to the
significance test with the statistical software they currently use.

Taking this context as a starting point, two aims are pursued in
the present work. First, we try to return to the existing controversy
surrounding NHST, so as to describe the current situation of the
debate in our discipline. In order to do so, we will review the main
criticisms put forward regarding the significance test, the
arguments refuting each of these criticisms, and the alternatives,
either complementary or replacement, whose use is recommended
by the Task Force on Statistical Inference (TFSI) of the APA
(Wilkinson & TFSI, 1999) to improve the working method of
researchers within the framework of statistical analysis and data
interpretation. Second, we try to lay the foundations for
broadening the debate beyond the methodological field, providing
the applied researcher with strategies that make it possible to
calculate the main alternative indices to the significance test with
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statistical software widely used for psychological research,
namely the SPSS. With this goal in mind, the data from a random
factorial design are taken as reference, and the estimates of the
main indices that make it possible to complement, or even replace,
the information provided by the significance test are illustrated. 

Main arguments for and against the NHST

In the present section, we will put forward the main arguments
posed by the detractors and supporters of the significance test (for
an exhaustive review of the existing controversy surrounding the
significance test, see Balluerka, Gómez, & Hidalgo, 2005). 

Type of information provided

One of the strongest criticisms of this test focuses on the type
of information provided. Thus, several authors (for example,
Carver, 1978; Cohen, 1990, 1994; Oakes, 1986; Rozeboom, 1960)
consider that NHST and statistical inference have different aims.
Regarding statistical inference, an attempt is made to know the
probability of H0 being true considering the results and the data
obtained in the sample (p(H0|D)). However, NHST provides
information only about the probability of obtaining some equally
or more discrepant data than what would be obtained if the H0

were true (p(D|H0)). 
One of the most energetic defences against this criticism is the

one presented by Hagen (1997). As a starting point for his
argument, Hagen uses the article by Cohen (1994), which
represents one of the strongest attacks on the significance test. The
author considers that in the example proposed by Cohen to uphold
his criticism, an attempt is made to associate the probability of H0

with relative frequencies of an empirical basis and susceptible to
quantification, in such a way that H0 and H1 are understood as
statements with respect to the sample. However, statistical
hypotheses must always refer to the population (Hayes, 1963). In
short, what Hagen proposes is that if we start from the conception
of probability based on ‘relative frequencies’ (Fisher, 1937), the
significance test does not provide the information expected by the
researcher, but if the probability of H0 is put on a level with the
‘degree of subjective belief’ (Jeffrey, 1934), the aforementioned
test provides the information it is actually intended to obtain. 

Cortina and Dunlap (1997) point out that this criticism is not a
deficiency of the significance test in itself, but rather an
interpretation problem with regard to the information provided by
the test in question. 

Logical validity of probabilistic nature premises

This criticism, which is shared by the authors mentioned in the
above section, among others, posits that the significance test is
based on an incorrect use of syllogistic deductive reasoning and,
specifically, of the rule known as ‘Modus Tollens’, due to the fact
that the probabilistic statements are incompatible with the rules of
deductive reasoning. This type of faulty reasoning is known as
«the illusion of attaining improbability» (Falk & Greenbaum,
1995), and it is associated with several misconceptions, among
which the following beliefs stand out: that the p value is the
probability of H0 being true; that the probability of H1 being true is
expressed by the complementary value of p (1-p); that statistically
significant results will be obtained if the experiment is replicated.

In response to this criticism, Cortina and Dunlap (1997) prove
that the sequence of premises on which the significance test is
based does not break the rules of syllogistic reasoning in those
cases, common in psychology, in which the truthfulness of the
antecedent and the consequent of the first premise are related in a
positive way. From a different perspective, Hagen (1997) points
out that a formally valid argument is not always appropriate and
that, on the contrary, an argument can be reasonable and
sustainable even when it does not have logical validity in a formal
sense. 

Verification of psychological theories and advancement of
scientific knowledge 

Cohen (1994) and Rozeboom (1960), among others, argue that
the dichotomous decision to reject or accept H0 does not make it
possible to test a psychological theory, since they consider it
wrong to believe that the significance test allows us to know about
the probability that the research hypothesis is true and,
consequently, that the theory behind it has been confirmed. Other
authors, like Carver (1978), Erwin (1998), Nickerson (2000) and
Snow (1998), add that even when an H0 is objectively rejected, it
is necessary to exclude another series of competing alternative
hypotheses prior to verifying the validity of the research
hypothesis. Thus, the increased truthfulness of this hypothesis can
only be derived from a solid theoretical base, an appropriate
research design and multiple replications of the study under
different conditions.

Furthermore, many authors point out that NHST also fails to
provide information about the practical importance and the
magnitude of the observed effects (for example, Bakan, 1966;
Bracey, 1991; Cohen, 1994; Meehl, 1997; Nickerson, 2000;
Rosenthal, 1983; Shaver, 1985, 1993; Thompson, 1996). 

With regard to this criticism, Chow (1996) argues that it is
based on a clear confusion between statistical and inductive
inference issues, adding that no statistical test enables one to prove
a theory, since this verification is a process that goes beyond the
refutation of a statistical hypothesis. However, objecting to the
essence of this criticism, Mayo (1996) defends that the ability to
make successful inductions is explained by the error statistical
properties of our methods. Thus scientific knowledge grows
because we have methods, such as NHST, that are adequate for
learning from errors.

Replicability of results

Another criticism raised by several authors (Cohen, 1994; Falk
& Greenbaum, 1995; Oakes, 1986; Shaver, 1993; Thompson,
1996) is the one referring to the false belief that the
complementary value of p (1-p) expresses the probability of the
results being replicable («the replication deceit»). This would be
true if the calculated p allowed us to know what the probability of
H0 being true in the population was. However, as has been pointed
out before, the calculated p does not provide this information. 

Actually, this criticism is only valid when the H0 is true, since
if the H0 is false and the effect size and the sample size of the
replication coincide exactly with those of the original study, there
is an increasing monotonic relationship between replicability and
p values (Greenwald et al., 1996). On the other hand, Chow (1996)
thinks that the nature of the sample distribution of the statistic, the
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mathematical basis of the significance test, shows that there is
nothing inherent to the significance test that leads to the erroneous
interpretation underlying the replication deceit.

In a recent work, Killeen (2005) has proposed a new statistic,
called prep, that estimates the probability of replicating an effect.
Unlike p, prep is not conditional on the truth value of the null, so it
avoids reaching conclusions that may be logically consistent but
empirically invalid.

Informative usefulness

Another important criticism levelled at the significance test
is that it is not useful, due to the fact that the H0 does not
provide substantive information and that the hypothesis
mentioned is always false in the population (for example,
Binder, 1963; Cohen, 1990, 1994; Meehl, 1997; Murphy, 1990;
Oakes, 1986; Pollard, 1993; Thompson, 1992; Tukey, 1991;
Weitzman, 1984). Consequently, the decision to reject it shows
that the research design is powerful enough to detect an existing
effect, regardless of its magnitude and usefulness. Given that,
based on this fact, obtaining a statistically significant result
depends more on the sample size than on the truthfulness or
falsity of the research hypothesis or the appropriateness of the
theory on which it is based (Hays, 1994; Oakes, 1986), several
authors (Cohen, 1990, 1994; Kirk, 1996; Nickerson, 2000)
suggest that it is ironic to be so concerned with controlling Type
I Error and so little with controlling Type II Error (accepting
levels as high as 0.5 or 0.8), whose consequences, in many
applied contexts, are much more serious than those resulting
from Type I Error. Agreeing with the premise that the H0 is
always false, Cohen (1994) and Meehl (1997) conclude that the
use of NHST is only valid in true experiments that include
randomisation, or when the slightest deviation from pure
chance can be important. 

To refute this criticism, Hagen (1997) points out that the H0

does not propose equality among samples. Instead, supposing that
there are certain differences, it postulates that samples have been
obtained from the same population. And he adds that, contrary to
what the supporters of this criticism think, when samples come
from the same population, the probability of rejecting the H0 does
not approach 1 as the sample size increases.

For their part Cortina and Dunlap (1997) argue that use of the
zero value associated with the H0, even when the latter is false in
a literal sense, is able to provide useful information. Indeed,
following the good-enough principle of Serlin and Lapsley (1985,
1993), the zero value can be taken as the mid-point of an interval
which: (a) includes all the values which should be considered as
trivial; and (b) is small enough to enable the calculations based on
the zero value to provide a good estimate of the calculations based
on other values belonging to the interval. From this perspective
rejecting the H0, in the context of significance testing, may indeed
provide the researcher with relevant information. In the same line,
Mayo (1996) also states that it is useful to test a null hypothesis
asserting a zero difference in means —even knowing that the null
is strictly false— because it teaches the extent to which an effect
differs from zero.

Objecting directly to the essence of this criticism, Baril and
Cannon (1995) and Frick (1995) point out that the H0 may be true,
particularly in experiments in which the theory is of great
importance and only one variable is handled, although they admit

that it is very difficult for the H0 to be true in experiments of a
purely applied nature in which complex variables are manipulated.

Dichotomous decision to reject/not reject H0

NHST has also been criticized because, when adopting a
permanent significance level, the researcher turns an uncertainty
continuum ranging from probability 0 to probability 1 into a
dichotomous decision to reject/not reject the H0 . Furthermore, the
criterion used for choosing the significance level that establishes
the cut-off point for deciding whether the results are statistically
significant or not is completely arbitrary (Glass, McGraw, &
Smith, 1981; Johnson, 1999; Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1989;
Rozeboom, 1960).

Contrary to the authors who criticize the arbitrariness in the
election of the alpha value, Cox (1977) and Frick (1996) consider
that this criterion has been appropriately established by the
scientific community, which makes it possible to eliminate the
influence of researchers’ judgments and opinions on data
interpretation, thus guaranteeing objectivity. Likewise, Chow
(1996) thinks that it is an objective criterion at a mathematical
level, whose meaning is not associated with the researcher’s
theoretical knowledge. Moreover, in the scientific community
there is certain agreement about the arbitrariness in the election of
the alpha value. However, it is worth pointing out that, based on an
analysis of the history of statistical theory and probability, Cowles
and Davis (1982) state that this election was not arbitrary, but
rather derived from scientific conventions focused on the notion of
chance and the improbability of the occurrence of a certain event.

Main alternatives to NHST

In order to overcome the problems related to NHST, several
alternatives have been suggested, which, from the point of view of
the most radical critics, should replace NHST and, in the view of
the moderate ones, could be a complement to the significance test.
The present article deals basically with the alternatives that, in this
regard, are recommended by the TFSI of the APA (Wilkinson &
TFSI, 1999) in the interest of improving the working methods of
researchers in the framework of statistical analysis and data
interpretation. Thus, for example, although the alternative based
on Bayesian statistics could be an outstanding alternative to
NHST, this approach is not dealt with as, in our opinion, it
generates as much controversy as NHST does. We therefore
believe that it requires a detailed and separate review of its
strengths and weaknesses, one which adopts a similar perspective
to that used here with respect to NHST. The following section
explains the way the alternatives recommended by the TFSI can be
calculated by means of SPSS statistical software, taking the data
from a random factorial design as reference. 

Confidence intervals around point estimates

The TFSI points out that «it is hard to imagine a situation in
which a dichotomous accept-reject decision is better than
providing an actual p value, or even better, a confidence interval»
(p. 599).

Many authors consider that the calculation of confidence
intervals around estimates is an excellent complement, or even
substitute for, significance tests (for example, Brandstätter, 1999;
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Hunter, 1997; Kirk, 1996, 2001; Loftus, 1991, 1995, 1996;
Schmidt, 1996; Steiger & Fouladi, 1997; Thompson & Baugh,
2002; Valera, Sánchez, & Marín, 2000). These authors argue that,
in addition to the information included in a statistical significance
test, a confidence interval provides a ranking of values within
which the actual population parameter is included, with a certain
probability level. Thus, not only does it provide information about
the nil-null hypothesis, but it also provides information about the
H0 that do not take the zero value (‘non-nil null hypothesis’).
Moreover, the confidence interval reflects the accuracy in the
population parameter estimate. In the case of confidence intervals
for differences between parameters, these intervals not only make
it possible to reject the hypothesis of no difference when the
interval does not include zero, but they also indicate the direction
and the magnitude of the difference in question. Furthermore, a
point estimate and a confidence interval are governed by the same
unit of measurement as the data, which aids in the interpretation of
the results. Two other noteworthy advantages of confidence
intervals, with regard to the significance tests, are the following:
they enable the real error level to be maintained at 0.05 (or at the
level established according to the given confidence interval); and
they provide very useful information for carrying out meta-
analytic studies. 

Summarizing its advantages, confidence intervals avoid many
of the problems inherent to the significance test. They do not
require a hypothesis to be formulated a priori, nor do they test
trivial hypotheses. Moreover, they provide a greater amount of
information, and they are easier to interpret than the significance
test. However, as Estes (1997) states, confidence intervals are also
subject to misconstruals and misuses. A property of them that may
interfere with efficient communication of information is the
inherent association of a confidence interval with a particular
choice of significance level. This implies that a single significance
level should be adopted for all tests performed within any one
research report to make the same interpretation of the confidence
intervals exhibited in different figures because, otherwise,
conflicting connotations adds to the processing demand on the
reader. In the interest of consistency and unambiguity of
communication, Estes suggests to exhibit only actual confidence
intervals in figures and to do so in connection with the issue of
how closely population means are estimated by obtained sample
means.

Effect sizes

The TFSI recommends presenting, in all cases, effect sizes for
the main results. Moreover, it places special emphasis on the need
for interpreting effect sizes within a practical and theoretical
context, and it highlights the importance of these indices in
carrying out power analyses and meta-analyses in the future (p.
599).

Many authors think effect sizes should be calculated and
interpreted whenever research is carried out (e.g., Brandstätter,
1999; Carver, 1978; 1993; Cohen, 1988; Cook & Campbell, 1979;
Fisher, 1925; Folger, 1989; Glass, 1976; Harris, 1991; Kirk, 1996,
2001; Rosenthal, 1984; Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1989; Schmidt,
1996; Snyder & Lawson, 1993).

However, numerous studies have shown that, in the field of
Psychology, the effect size is not sufficiently taken into account
(Chase & Chase, 1976; Clark-Carter, 1997; Frías, García, &

Pascual, 1994; Rossi, 1990; Sánchez, Valera, Velandrino, &
Marín, 1992; Seldmeier & Gigerenzer, 1989; Valera, Sánchez, &
Marín, 2000), and that there are deficiencies in its interpretation
(Monterde, Pascual, & Frías, 2006).

In addition to providing information about the magnitude of the
observed effect, the effect size makes it possible to directly
compare the results obtained in different studies, since these
indices are transformations onto a common scale. They are also an
essential element for performing power analyses within the
framework of statistical significance tests and carrying out meta-
analytic studies. Furthermore, when the measurement scales of the
variables are unfamiliar, the standardized measurements of the
effect sizes and their confidence intervals can provide information
about the practical significance of the results obtained in a certain
study. 

Confidence intervals for effect sizes

The TFSI recommends providing confidence intervals for all
effect sizes associated with the main results. It also highlights the
importance of comparing confidence intervals across different
studies, instead of merely verifying whether such intervals include
the zero value. Furthermore, it warns about the common error of
assuming that a parameter is included within a confidence interval
(p.599).

An increasing number of authors follow the TFSI
recommendation that refers to calculating confidence intervals for
effect size measures (for example, Cumming & Finch, 2001;
Fidler & Thompson, 2001; Robinson & Wainer, 2001; Schmidt,
1996; Smithson, 2001; Thompson, 2002). They do so because
these intervals provide easily understandable information that
helps to interpret the results appropriately, they are highly useful
in gathering empirical evidence across different studies, and their
breadth provides information about the accuracy of the estimate.
Moreover, there is an association between confidence intervals and
NHST, which can lead to a better understanding of the logic
underlying both strategies. 

Power analysis

Since, according to the TFSI, power analysis makes more sense
when carried out before gathering and examining data, this
organism recommends calculating a power analysis ranking in
order to observe how power estimates change depending on
different effect sizes and alpha levels. It also suggests that, in the
description of the results, the calculated power should be replaced
by confidence intervals (p. 596).

This analysis is considered to be especially relevant when, after
the impossibility of rejecting the H0, the intention is to conclude
that there is no effect or that, if it does exist, its magnitude is
insignificant (Meehl, 1991; Robinson & Levin, 1997; Schafer,
1993). 

Cohen’s findings, with respect to the limited power of the
majority of studies carried out in psychology (Cohen, 1962), are
still quite applicable nowadays (Kazdin & Bass, 1989; Rosnow &
Rosenthal, 1989; Sedlmeier & Gigerenzer, 1989; Valera, Sánchez,
& Marín, 2000). This fact, according to detractors of NHST, is a
serious problem that hinders the advancement of knowledge, and
it is closely associated with the erroneous interpretations made
about the information provided by the significance test.
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Replication

The TFSI warns that, in their desire to reject the H0, researchers
can make the mistake of publishing false theories derived from the
use of an inappropriate methodology, even when the statistical
analysis is correct. It also suggests carrying out replications of the
original study in order to avoid this problem (p. 600).

As Allen and Preiss (1993) state, scientific knowledge is
reached by means of replication. The results from an unreplicated
study, regardless of the statistical significance achieved, are bound
to be speculative (Hubbard & Armstrong, 1994) and do not make
sense by themselves (Lindsay & Ehrenberg, 1993).

Estimate of alternative procedures to the significance test
in between subjects designs with SPSS

As we have already pointed out in the introduction, after
succinctly describing the current situation of the controversy
surrounding the significance test in psychology, we will try to lay
the foundations for broadening the debate beyond the
methodological field. With this aim in mind, we will show the
way data are analysed within the framework of the significance
test. We will also calculate, using SPSS, the main indices
proposed to complement (or replace) the test under examination,
starting with data from a design widely used in experimental
research, the two-way between factorial design (ANOVA model).
It is important to point out that the procedures described here can
be generalized to any between-subjects factorial design. The
experimental designs that incorporate repeated measures factors
require modifications in some of these procedures, mainly with
regard to the error terms for the effect size indices (see Olejnik &
Algina, 2000).

As an example, let us suppose that a researcher decides to carry
out a study in which he manipulates the role adopted by the subject
(social role/individual role) and the type of information provided
(statistical/anecdotal), in order to examine the influence of these
factors on the precautionary behaviour adopted when driving.
With the aim of carrying out the research, a sample consisting of
40 subjects is gathered, and 10 people are randomly assigned to
each of the four experimental conditions. After measuring the
amount of precautionary behaviour shown by the subject when
driving, the results are shown in table 1. 

Null hypothesis significance testing

The analytic model typically used in order to carry out NHST
in two-way factorial designs is the two-way analysis of variance,
whose syntax, based on the modulus General Linear Model
(Univariate) of SPSS statistical software, is the following:

UNIANOVA
Behaviour BY Information Role
/METHOD = SSTYPE(3)
/INTERCEPT = INCLUDE
/PRINT = DESCRIPTIVE ETASQ OPOWER PARAMETER
(Syntax 1)
/CRITERIA = ALPHA(.05)
/DESIGN = Information Role Information*Role.

In addition to calculating the indices associated with NHST,
which are obtained by default, descriptive statistics, estimates of
effect size, observed power and parameter estimates are obtained
by means of this syntax, issues which we will deal with in different
epigraphs of the present study. 

As can be observed in figure 1, the results obtained indicate the
existence of a statistically significant interaction (F(1,36)= 80.26;
p= 0.0001) between the type of role and type of information
variables, with 67.3% of the total variance being explained by the
proposed model (R2

adjusted= 0.673).
One of the recommended strategies for examining the interaction

effect consists of studying the simple effects. Although SPSS
software does not include a specific command for calculating these
effects, this analysis can be carried out by means of a straightforward
modification of the syntax (see syntax 2). Among the different
options provided by the SPSS for performing the confidence interval
adjustment, we have chosen the Bonferroni adjustment for
controlling the type I error rate when estimating simple effects.

UNIANOVA
Behaviour BY Role Information
/METHOD = SSTYPE(3) (Syntax 2)  
/INTERCEPT = INCLUDE
/EMMEANS=TABLES(Role*Information)COMPARE(Infor
mation)ADJ(BONFERRONI)
/EMMEANS = TABLES(Information) COMPARE
ADJ(BONFERRONI)
/CRITERIA = ALPHA(.05)
/DESIGN = Role Information Role*Information.

The results obtained are illustrated in figure 2.

Confidence intervals around point estimates

The option concerning parameter estimates makes it possible to
obtain confidence intervals around point estimates (see figure 3).
Figure 3 provides partial regression coefficients, p significance
levels of empirical results and confidence intervals around point
estimates.

Effect sizes

The analysis of variance provides the value of the adjusted R2

as the variance proportion explained by the proposed model.
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Table 1
Amount of precautionary behaviour shown by the subject

Social role Individual role

Statistical Anecdotal Statistical Anecdotal
information information information information

07 3 2 5
06 1 1 7
08 2 2 6
10 3 3 9
05 3 1 5
06 4 4 8
09 1 2 5
08 5 5 4
07 3 2 7
06 1 3 5



Nevertheless, the magnitude of the effect in each contrast, in terms
of proportion of explained variance, can be calculated by means of
eta squared (Pearson, 1905), epsilon squared (Kelley, 1935) and
omega squared (Hays, 1963) coefficients, among others. Eta
squared is a biased estimator that tends to overvalue the intensity
of the relationship. Epsilon squared corrects the numerator of eta
squared by subtracting the error mean square from the contrast
sum of squares. Finally, omega squared adjusts epsilon squared by
adding the error mean square to the total sum of squares in the
denominator of epsilon squared. 

In the example we are concerned with here, the value of partial
eta squared for the interaction effect is 0.69 (see figure 1). Partial eta
squared is an estimator supplied by SPSS program that is defined as

the proportion of total variation attributable to the factor, partialling
out (excluding) other factors from the total nonerror variation. Since
eta squared is a biased estimator of the effect size, it is better to
calculate the partial or/and total value of omega squared. In the total
omega squared coefficient, the variance due to the effect we are
interested in is expressed as a proportion of the sum of the error
variance and the variances of the effects of all factors involved in the
design. Its calculation, for a fixed effects factorial design, is carried
out by means of the following expression:

(1)
ω̂ total

2 =
df effect MSeffect − MSerror( )

SStotal + MSerror
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Tests of between-subjects effects

Source Type III Sum df Mean square F Sig. Partial eta Noncent. Observed
of squares squared Parameter Powera

Corrected model 174,200b 03 58,067 27,724 ,000 ,698 83,172 1,000

Intercept 846,400 01 846,400 404,117 ,000 ,918 404,117 1,000

Information 2,500 01 2,500 1,194 ,282 ,032 1,194 ,186

Role 3,600 01 3,600 1,719 ,198 ,046 1,719 ,248

Information * role 168,100 01 168,100 80,260 ,000 ,690 80,260 1,000

Error 75,400 36 2,094

Total 1096,000 40

Corrected total 249,600 39

a Computed using alpha= ,05
b R Squared= ,698 (Adjusted R Squared= ,673)

Figure 1. Two-way analysis of variance

Pairwise comparisons
Dependent variable: Behavior

95% Confidence interval for differencea

Role (I) Information (J) Information Mean difference (I-J) Std. error Sig.a Lower bound Upper bound

Social role Statistical information Anecdotal information -4,600* ,647 ,000 -3,287 -5,913
Anecdotal information Statistical information -4,600* ,647 ,000 -5,913 -3,287

Individual role Statistical information Anecdotal information -3,600* ,647 ,000 -4,913 -2,287
Anecdotal information Statistical information -3,600* ,647 ,000 -2,287 -4,913

Based on estimated marginal means
* The mean difference is significant at the ,05 level.
a Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.

Univariate tests
Dependent variable: Behavior

Role Sum of squares df Mean square F Sig.

Social role Contrast 105,800 01 105,800 50,515 ,000
Error 075,400 36 002,094

Individual role Contrast 064,800 01 064,800 30,939 ,000
Error 075,400 036 002,094

Each F examines the simple effects of information within each level of Role.
These tests are based on the linearly independent pairwise comparisons among the estimated marginal means

Figure 2. Simple effects estimates



On the other hand, in a partial variance proportion, the variance
due to the effect we are interested in is expressed as a proportion
of the sum of the error variance and the variance of this effect,
excluding the variance from the rest of the factors. Its calculation,
for a fixed effects factorial design, is carried out by means of the
following expression: 

(2)

With regard to the choice between the two indices, it must be
taken into account that when using the total variance as
standardizer, this includes all the design sources of variation,
which makes it difficult to compare this coefficient to those
obtained through other designs that incorporate different factors.
Furthermore, the partial variance proportion reveals the problem
that the effects of different factors included in the same design
cannot be compared, due to the fact that they do not share the same
denominator (standardizer) (Olejnik & Algina, 2000).

Starting from the data obtained in figure 1, the values of total
and partial omega squared for the interaction effect are 0.659 and
0.66, respectively. Following the criterion proposed by Cohen
(1988) for the interpretation of effect sizes, the magnitude of the
effect associated with the interaction is high. 

Nevertheless, it is important to point out that, in the case
concerning us, the information provided by the variance
proportion as effect size associated with the interaction is, from
any point of view, incomplete. Thus, it is essential to estimate the
effect size for each of the previously calculated simple effects. 

In this regard, it must be taken into account that, in order to
estimate the effect size associated with a certain contrast, the
standardized difference among means is more frequently used than
the variance proportion (Olejnik & Algina, 2000), with Cohen’s d,

Glass’ g’ and Hedges’ g being the most widely used indices in the
realm of psychological research (see formulas 3, 4, 5 and 6). The
differences between the three indices lie in the way
standardization is carried out, and authors like Huberty (2002) and
Olejnik and Algina (2000) consider that Hedges’ g is the most
suitable when variances of J groups involved in the contrast
estimate the same population variance. If the homoscedasticity
assumption is not met, these authors suggest that the standard
deviation of one of the groups should be used.

(3)

where Spooled_comp= Pooled standard deviation of the groups that are
being compared.

(4)

where SC= Standard deviation of one of the groups, usually the
control group. 

(5)

where Spooled_total= Pooled standard deviation of all the groups
involved in the design. 

(6)

Spooled
2 =

n1 − 1( )S1
2 +…+ nj − 1( )Sj

2

n1 − 1( )+…+ nj − 1( )

gHedges = x1 − x2

Spooled_total

g′Glass = xE − xC

SC

dCohen = x1 − x2

Spooled_comp

ω̂ partial
2 =

df effect MSeffect − MSerror( )
df effect MSeffect + N − df effect( ) MSerror
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Parameter estimates
Dependent variable: Behavior

95% Confidence interval

Parameter B Std. error t Sig. Lower bound Upper bound Partial eta Noncent. Observed
squared parameter Powera

Intercept 6,100 ,458 13,33 ,000 5,172 7,028 ,832 13,329 1,000

[Information= 1,00] -3,600 ,647 -5,562 ,000 -4,913 -2,287 ,462 5,562 1,000

[Information= 2,00] 0b – – – – – – – –

[Role= 1,00] -3,500 ,647 -5,408 ,000 -4,813 -2,187 ,448 5,408 1,000

[Role= 2,00] 0b – – – – – – – –

[Information= 1,00]*
[Role= 1,00] 8,200 ,915 8,959 ,000 6,344 10,056 ,690 8,959 1,000

[Information= 1,00]*
[Role= 2,00] 0b – – – – – – – –

[Information= 2,00]*
[Role= 1,00] 0b – – – – – – – –

[Information= 2,00]*
[Role= 2,00] 0b – – – – – – – –

a Computed using alpha= ,05
b This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant

Figure 3. Parameter estimates 



Next, we will go on to calculate the value of Cohen’s d, given
the descriptive statistics obtained in the analysis.

The first estimated simple effect (see figure 2) corresponds to
the difference between the precautionary behaviour of subjects
who adopt the social role when receiving statistical information or
when receiving anecdotal information, with the value of Cohen’s
d being 3.17 for this contrast. The second simple effect
corresponds to the difference between the precautionary behaviour
adopted by individual decision-makers depending on whether the
information received is statistical or anecdotal, with a 2.1 value of
Cohen’s d being obtained for this contrast.

In order to interpret this index, Cohen (1988) suggests the 0.20,
0.50 and 0.80 values as low, medium and high values of effect
sizes, respectively. Based on this reference, the values of the effect
sizes obtained in our example are very high. 

Confidence intervals for effect sizes

In contrast to the type of distributions (central distributions) used
in order to calculate confidence intervals for means, correlation
coefficients and other statistics, like Student’s t or Fisher’s F, the
estimate of confidence intervals for effect sizes requires the use of
non-central distributions. Currently used statistical software (except
Statistica software, which includes an additional module for the
calculation of confidence intervals based on non-central distributions)
does not include the calculation of the confidence interval for effect
size indices. To this end, specific routines created for statistical
software or some type of specialized software must be used (for
example, Steiger and Fouladi’s R2 for the calculation of confidence
intervals of R2: www.interchg.ubc.ca/steiger/homepage.htm, or G.
Cumming’s ESCI: http://www.latrobe.edu.au/psy/esci/). 

With the aim of calculating the confidence interval for eta
squared associated with the interaction effect, we must start from
the results obtained in the analysis of variance (see figure 1), and
we must insert the following in the data editor of the SPSS: the
value obtained in the F test (fval), the degrees of freedom of the
source of variation (dfl) and of the error (df2), the confidence level
(conf) and the corrected total sum of squares (sostot) (see figure 4). 

Afterward, we must perform the syntax for SPSS proposed by
Smithson for non-central F distributions (NoncF3). This syntax is

not included in this article, due to space restrictions, but it can be
downloaded from the following website: http://www.anu.edu.au/
psychology/people/smithson/details/CIstuff/CI.html.   

After performing the syntax, we obtain the value of eta squared
(R2), as well as lower (LR2) and upper (UR2) limits of the
confidence interval for eta squared (see figure 4). 

Furthermore, this figure provides the limits of the confidence
interval (LC2 and UC2), the non-centrality parameter and the
power of the test (POWER).

In order to calculate the non-central confidence interval for
omega squared, limits of the CI for eta squared can be transformed
by means of syntax 3, as proposed by Fidler and Thompson (2001,
p. 593). 

compute sosb_L=sostot*lr2.
execute.
compute msw_L=(sostot - sosb_L)/df2.
execute.
compute omega_L=(sosb_L-(df1*msw_L))/(sostot+msw_L).
execute.
compute sosb_U=sostot*ur2.
execute.
compute msw_U=(sostot - sosb_U)/df2. (Syntax 3)
execute.
compute omega_U=(sosb_U-(df1*msw_U))/(sostot+msw_U).
execute.

After carrying out the syntax, we obtain the values of lower
(omega_L) and upper (omega_U) limits of the confidence interval
for omega squared (see figure 5).

As in the case of the proportion of explained variance, the
calculation of the 95% confidence interval for standardized
differences among means requires the use of a non-central t
distribution. In the example in question, confidence intervals for effect
sizes obtained in the analysis of simple effects have been calculated.
To this end, the value obtained in Student’s t test (tval), the degrees of
freedom (df), the confidence level (conf) and the sizes of the groups
(n1 and n2, respectively) must be inserted for each contrast in a data
file of SPSS (see figure 6). Afterward, the syntax (NoncT2 and T2D)
for SPSS proposed by Smithson for the calculation of confidence
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Figure 4. Data that must be inserted and results obtained in the calculation of the Confidence Interval for eta squared

Figure 5. Confidence Interval for omega squared



intervals based on non-central t distributions must be carried out
(these files can be downloaded from the following website:
http://www.anu.edu.au/psychology/people/smithson/details/CIstuff/CI.
html).

In addition to the values associated with the non-centrality
parameter (LC2, UCDF, UC2 and LCDF) and the power of the test
(POWER), the results obtained (see figure 6) show the limits of the
confidence interval (LOWD and HIGHD, respectively) for the
standardized differences among means.   

Power analysis

As can be observed in the different results figures shown in the
present article, the power of the test is included in the analysis of
variance (figures 1 and 3) and the figures on the calculation of
confidence intervals for the effect size (figures 4 and 6). In the
example we are using, this value is 1.00 for the estimate of the
interaction effect, as well as for the calculation of confidence
intervals for omega squared and Cohen’s d.

However, it is worth pointing out that power analysis makes
more sense when carried out before gathering and examining data
than when performed a posteriori.

Conclusions

Summarizing the controversy presented in the first section of
this article, we believe that the alternative indices examined in the
present paper should compliment rather than replace the
information provided by the significance test. The goal is to
increase the rigor in the assessment of results. There is a need to

make researchers understand that the significance test only
provides information about whether or not there is a rational basis
for excluding sample error as a plausible explanation for the data.
And this is the step prior to the process of searching for specific
non-random factors able to explain such data. It is important for
researchers to become aware of the fact that the use and scope of
the significance test should be restricted to the merely statistical
field. Therefore, we consider that to increase the quality in data
analysis and interpretation, there is a need to use the significance
test along with other procedures that make it possible to obtain
different types of information from the one provided by this index.
We defend the eradication of dogmatic attitudes and the systematic
use of statistical recipes, and we support the reflective use of the
available procedures to fully evaluate the results of psychological
research.

As several authors point out (Fidler, 2002; Hubbard & Ryan,
2000; Kirk, 1996; Robinson & Wainer, 2001; Schmidt, 1996), the
rejection of the exclusive use of the significance test and the
acquisition of new habits in data analysis and interpretation can
only be achieved by tackling the problem from multiple contexts.
In order to reach this goal, it is necessary to obtain the involvement
of groups, such as those that include text book authors, lecturers
teaching methodological subjects in undergraduate and graduate
courses, authors of doctoral theses, creators of statistical software,
editors and reviewers of scientific journals, and bodies producing
manuals on publication guidelines for scientific works. We
consider that, until such involvement takes place, providing
researchers with the tools that allow them to approach the existing
controversy surrounding the significance test from a practical
perspective is a very useful strategy for moving forward.
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